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CLEANING GUIDE - LACQUERED FLOORS

WHAT IS LACQUERED FLOORING?
Lacquered floors have a protective layer which is applied on the floor surface, providing lasting
protection against daily wear and tear for years and making lacquered wooden floors very easy to
maintain. Lacquer gives you an option of matt or gloss finish but in both cases provides natural,
smooth and shiny effect. We recommend removing shoes and using carpets to prevent scratches.

REGULAR CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
Master Cleaner
Available in 1L ($36) and 2.5L ($71) – can be purchased from by Urban 315 Glen Osmond Road,
Glenunga SA 5064
Master Cleaner is for those who prefer a quick and easy way of cleaning lacquered wood, vinyl
and laminate floors. The soap removes dirt and grime effectively, strengthens the surface and
makes it more resistant to spills. As the soap leaves no residue, it is perfect for surfaces where
frequent washing of floors is necessary, such as kitchen floors. You can also use Master Cleaner
for painted floors, tiles and other non-absorbent surfaces.
1.

Shake bottle well before use and have two buckets ready.

2.

In one bucket mix 125ml (1/2 cup) Lacquer Soap into 5 litres of lukewarm water. This makes
the soap solution.

3.

Fill the remaining bucket with clean rinsing water.

4.

Clean the floor with the soap solution using cotton mop wrung out
softly (working the mop along the length of the boards) in order to
dissolve dirt. Work in small manageable sections. Rinse mop in clean
water and wring it out hard.

5.

Then place mop in soap solution and wring hard. Use mop to
remove dirty soap water off floor, leaving the floor as dry as
possible. Rinse mop again in clean water and wring it out hard.
Repeat steps 4 and 5 until the entire floor has been cleaned,
ensuring that no water is left on the surface after cleaning.

Note: Clean tools with water and soap.

SPOT CLEANING
Intensive Wood Cleaner
Available in 1L ($44), 2.5L ($75) and Ready Mix Spray ($30) – can be purchased from by Urban
315 Glen Osmond Road, Glenunga SA 5064
Intensive Wood Cleaner is a product that has been specially developed for the cleaning of
all indoor wooden surfaces, such as furniture, floors, kitchen tables etc. and can be used on
untreated, oiled or lacquered surfaces. Intensive Wood Cleaner is a priming cleaner, that can be
used on particularly stubborn stains or before a surface is treated with for example oil, lacquer or
soap.
1.

Shake bottle well before use

2.

Spray the Intensive Cleaner evenly on the surface

3.

Leave solution to dissolve the stain and dirt, etc,

4.

Wipe surface dry with a firmly wrung cotton cloth.

5.

Repeat application again if necessary

6.

Leave surface to dry completely

for 10-20 minutes

Note: Clean tools with water and soap.
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BUILDER’S CLEAN OR CLEANING A VERY DIRTY
FLOOR MASTER CARE
Master Care
Available in 1L ($48) and Spray Mop - can be purchased from by Urban, 315 Glen Osmond Road,
Glenunga SA 5064
A once a year application to freshen up Lacquered, Vinyl and Laminate floors. This care product
smoothens small scratches, increases the resistance of the surface and provides effective
protection against wear. This extends the lifetime of the surface or floor.
1.

It is recommended to have cleaned the floor with Wood cleaner prior to
the application of Master Care. The floor must be absolutely dry before
application of Master Care.

2.

Shake bottle well before use and have two buckets ready.

3.

In one bucket pour Master Care in straight (do not dilute with water).

4.

Fill the remaining bucket with clean rinsing water.

5.

At first, dip the mop into the Master Care and wring it out hard. Work
the mop along the length of the boards applying a thin coat. Work in
small manageable sections. Do not continue application of Master Care
when the floor has started to dry.

Note: Rinse mop in clean water and wring it out hard if mop head is looking dirty and continue
step 5 until entre floor is coated.
6.

Leave surface to dry for approximately 30 minutes or until fully dry.

Note: Clean tools with water and soap

DOS & DON’TS
•

Avoid water on the surface for extended periods of time.

•

Remove spills, particularly oils and fats, immediately - use your WOCA
Spot Cleaner!

•

Light mopping can be carried out only if the mop is wrung out.
Microfiber mops/clothes are NOT recommended. They are mildly abraisive
and will gradually wear down the protective lacquer. Recommendation: use a
quality sweep mop / cotton yarn twist mop instead.

•

Use two buckets when cleaning, one containing soap solution and one with
pure water to rinse the mop.

•

AVOID common household cleaning items - the pH value in some household
items is very high, which can strip the finish, discolour the wood and leave
Spray Mop
your floor unprotected. The manufacturers recommend to only use Vinyl &
($102)
Lacquer Soap, Spot Cleaner / Intensive Cleaner Spray and Vinyl & Lacquer Care.

•

Fix felt protectors to the feet or futniture and chairs - do not drag heavy objects acros the floor.

•

Make sure you have special dirt-trapping floor coverings in entrance areas.

CLIMATE CONTROL
•

Australia’s sun can be very harsh so we recommend the use of blinds, curtains, exterior
blinds/awnings or if possible utilizing glass with built in UVA and UVB protection. This will
help prevent fading or discoloration.

•

Moving rugs and furniture on a semi-regular basis will help the floor age evenly.
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